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Among Other Things

The rest have 
driven to the mall.
Any second now
will be too dark.

This close to the edge,
among other things,
I read. 

Leaves rattle overhead.
Little pockets 
of canned applause
sift through 
the screened porch
in next door’s yard.
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Wild Strawberries

Saturday, late
and but for a handful
of neighbourhood girls 
hanging in the street,
nothing doing. 

I cut the back,
brim the yard-cart.
The air is thick 
with the scent
of wild strawberries’
mown flesh.

This weather we keep
the bedroom sash ajar.
I lie to myself:
they’re not metaphors.
They are not metaphors.
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Swell

Mid-March, on the daily a.m. drop-off
through a bunch of affluent side streets
between school and here

a refrigerated dairy produce truck
keeps catching almond and dogwood branches,
so much that blossoms blizzard

the windscreen and moonroof
and I have to switch the wipers
to intermittent in its slipstream.

All I mean to say is that it was lovely,
that not every given is bleak or wrong
and some even are as gorgeous as they are elementary.

The kids come home on different buses
the same shade of egg yolk.
We call my mother from the shore for Easter.

That truck and blossoms story gets longer, 
hokier, with each retelling. I’m not bothered.
April’s bright stretches, the mailman says, are swell.

Our local ‘Y’ widens its opening hours a smidgen.
The clay courts opposite pock and shuffle.
I learn to swim.
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Lantern Slides 

Time was Money 
stopped with us upwards 

of a month 
once every year lording it large 

burning hard both ends. 
A daylight hoot by night 

the fridge shuddered supplements rustled 
and there Money always 

already was all palaver all 
sugary waffle. 

What memory prospers 
in grain it spends in pixels. 

You still happen on receipts secreted 
about the place like flutter 

slips or eggs 
at Easter. 

Cuckoospit, chlorophyll? 
Sure thing . . . Spring 

spells mostly those gorgeous residual
jitters borne of assessment

of a self that used be 
pretty fiscal. This 

is of the carpet 
bag Money never returned for, 

a parallelogram of vivid dust through the screen door. 
This is

of an heirloom bound in cloth Atlantic Calm. 
This is of 

a note unopened between shakers on the table that 
(till now)

remained implicit. Don’t even 
dream about it. 
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